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For your Diary 
 
AMUSF Kent Branch Dinner Dance 
Sat. 30th Nov, Brands Hatch Thistle 
AMUSF members, Liverymen, Freemen,  
Contact delandbren1@gmail.com  
 
January Election Court Luncheon 
Tallow Chandlers’ Hall 
Wednesday 15th January 2014 
Liverymen, Freemen & Guests 

 
Annual Church Service & Dinner 
St Michael’s Cornhill & Armourers 
Thursday 13th February  
Liverymen, Freemen & Guests 
 
Master’s Court Dinner 
Dyers’ Hall 
Tuesday 18th March 
Court & Guests only 
 

United Guilds’ Service 
St Paul’s 
Friday 4th April 
Liverymen & Guests 
 
Installation Dinner 
Vintners’ Hall 
Thursday 10th April 
Liverymen, Freemen & Guests 
 
Summer Function - Lunch 26 June 2014 

Issue 17—Winter 2013 

Nick Meyer was installed as the 

630th Master of our ancient Livery on 

9th April 2013.  

The Installation took place in front of 

the Court and Livery in Drapers’ Hall. 

The dinner that followed to celebrate 

Nick’s installation was attended by 

135 Livery and guests. The Master 

particularly welcomed Alderman 

Fiona Woolf, who has recently 

become Lord Mayor, also the Master 

Draper Lady Victoria Leatham, and  

Neil Coles, Master of the Carmen’s 

Co.,  Nick Meyer’s mother company.  

Nick was until recently the Chairman 

of the Cranleigh Foundation and he 

also welcomed the significant number 

of Old Cranleighans present including 

his principal Speaker, the current 

Headmaster of Cranleigh School     

Mr Guy Waller. 

Master and Mistress Upholder, 

Nick and Diana Meyer 

Nick said he looked forward to his year in office with considerable relish, some trepidation but also with bounding enthusiasm. 

He congratulated his predecessor, Jerry Appleyard, on a most marvellous year in office, saying;   “He has run the Company with 

charm, dynamic energy, hard work and a considerable degree of panache.” The IPM’s theme was Education, which the Master 

will continue, promoting education in the deprived areas of our capital to try and ease the burden of poverty. One way in which 

he intends to do this is stimulating a program of training in inner city areas for young people who may wish to enter the fields of 

industry and commerce. He has for many years been involved in community centres in East London and is currently Chairman 

of Docklands Settlements. 

Master Nick Meyer and Diana 
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Master’s Installation  
Linking to his other interests Nick is determined to use his 

Cornish connections to theme his March Master’s Court Dinner 

based on the old Cornish motto of  “One and All”. He is by trade 

a Woodmonger, which obviously has affiliations with the 

Upholders and also with other companies in the Liveries Wood 

Group. He warmly recommended those members of the Livery 

who have not participated in a Wood Group event to do so.  

Addressing the Upholders’ other interests he said; “The 

Upholders have been, and are, quite rightly very proud of the 

support of the City Civic that they have given for many years. It 

has been said on many occasions in the past that the Upholders 

punch above their weight, as far a City matters are concerned. 

This is largely due to the considerable enthusiasm engendered by 

the membership. We are also quite rightly proud of the support 

that we give to our Neville Hayman and Peter Jackson Charities; 

I shall endeavour to ensure that they obtain maximum backing 

from the Livery in the year ahead.”  The Master also said; “We 

have been supportive of HMS Triumph and I am looking forward 

to visiting Triumph in the very near future.”  

 

The Court has continued to progress work 

towards the company strategy set out in 

2010. The Installation Court began with 

the Master giving an obituary for 

Liveryman Michael Springman (see 

obituaries). The Court agreed to support 

the Company of Educators’ application for 

Royal Charter. Assistant Steven Dollond 

was thanked for his work launching the 

Emlyn Society. PM Michael Gilham 

reported on the Liveries Wood Group 

involvement in the Lord Mayor’s Tree 

Party preparations. The Court supported 

Liveryman Wendy Shorter’s application to 

the Drapers’ Company Educational Funds. 

The Father of the Company reported on 

actions to improve the circumstances of 

one of our pensioners and the Court 

approved funding if needed. The 

membership committee reported on a 

review of membership classes, benefits 

and fines and was asked to further 

consider applications for Freedom by 

patrimony. 

At the Audit Court meeting the Treasurer 

reported that we had broken even despite 

heavy unbudgeted expenditure in support 

of the Diamond Jubilee Celebrations. The 

Court approved the accounts for the 

previous year. The IPM reported on his 

year in office (see p4) and promised to 

complete his review of our company rules. 

There was some discussion on the  Derek 

Austin Awards and the Charity Trustees 

replied that they had previously agreed to 

ensure the continuation of these awards. It 

was reported that some funding is 

available for apprentices starting before 

June 2014 through the Livery Companies 

Skills Council and the Warden to the 

Trade’s Committee was urged to find ways 

to tap into this. The Clerk and Master were 

given approval to order a new Beadle’s 

gown, since the old one was beyond 

repair. 

The September Court meeting opened 

with an appreciation of the life of PM 

Derek Austin by PM Alan Kinsey (see 

obituaries). The Treasurer’s report 

concluded that income and expenditure for 

2013 is in line with the budget. The 

Charity Trustees reported their decision to 

increase the quantum of our regular 

donations. PM Michael Gilham made a 

request on behalf of the Liveries Wood 

Group for regular funding and it was 

agreed that this is provided for in the 

Warden to the Trade’s budget. The 

membership committee sought the Court’s 

views on publicising and advertising our 

Livery, which was felt to be sensitive. The 

Publicity Committee reported on updates 

to the Website, the new banner, leaflets 

and other matters. The IPM gave an update 

on HMS Upholder’s maintenance and 

deployment. The was a discussion on the 

need to disseminate the finer points of 

livery etiquette  to the wider Livery.  

PM Julian Squire reported on plans for an 

Upholders Past Masters’ dinner to be 

attended by past Lord Mayor Ald Sir 

David Wootton.           PM Richard Nevard 

Finally, turning to our trades; “I should now like to make some reference to our historic role, which, like most Guilds and Livery 

companies, was to protect their trade and the individuals working in it. We have come a long way from just supplying the linings 

of jousting tents. Our Livery has supported the work that has been carried out by countless generations.” It was noted that Nick’s 

installation was well supported by the Undertaking branch of our trade. 

Court Report 

The Master  shows Senior Warden the way forward 

in the Upholders’ Hard Hat presented by the IPM 
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Upholding Our Livery—new Liverymen 
Bill Fry         Is the owner of Clarke & Strong, a long 

trusted and respected family run funeral 

supplies business that  is over 150 years old. 

Bill’s interests are also long held; in 1968 he 

was the under 21 motor cycle champion, and 
he now watches his son compete, whilst 

continuing to enjoy motor cycle touring 

himself.  He plays handicap golf, and is also a 

qualified battlefield tour guide for the Somme. 

 

 

Jackie Williams     A born and bred Londoner, Jackie graduated 

from Warwick University with a degree in 

Accountancy and Financial Analysis. She 

then spent 27 years working in the City as a 

Pension Fund Manager, during which time 

she qualified as an Associate of the Society 
of Investment Professionals. She now runs 

her own financial research company. 

Married to Keith who is a historian, Jackie 
has a grown-up son currently living in 

Atlanta, Georgia who is also a Liveryman. In 

her spare time she is studying for an MA in the History of 

London and enjoys travelling, reading and cooking. 

She became a Freeman of the City in 2011 and is a member of 

the Bishopsgate Ward Club. 

 

Chris Appleyard                     

Must be close to the record for the 

least time between getting his 

Freedom of the City and his 

installation as a Liveryman by 

Jerry Appleyard in almost his final 

act as Master, since both 

ceremonies took place the same 

afternoon. The court were 
delighted to see the family 

involvement extending to the next 

generation. 

 

 

Lt Peter Still RN                              As an ongoing Navy link to 

the Upholders, I was 

surprised to reflect that I 

have maintained my 

connection for about 5 

years.  So, it was not only an 
honour but a pleasant 

surprise to be asked to join 

the Upholders as a 

Liveryman.  My links with 

HMS Triumph are now 

purely through old shipmates, however the operational 

submarine community is small, so my work as the Submarine 

Marine Engineering Officers’ Course Manager has kept me in 

contact with many of them. I now find myself working with the 

UK Maritime Command Centre in Bahrain for a short period, 

helping to protect our shipping, trade, allies and Forces amongst 

other taskings.  It’s pretty busy as you can imagine but little time 

is lost in discussion over changeable weather!   

I will complete this short assignment and concentrate fully on my 

lateral transfer to the Royal Australian Navy submarine service 

after 27 years in the RN.  So I hope to be in a position to submit 

a further piece to Upbraid from the position as an Australian 

Naval Officer in the New Year.  G’day! 

 

John Pond               Became a Liveryman at the September 

Court meeting. He is a Chartered Health 

and Safety Professional now semi retired 

and working as an Independent Safety 

Consultant; previously he worked in the Oil 

Gas and Power Generation Industries both 

in the UK and in Europe. My wife Denice, 
who is also a Freeman of the City of 

London, and I share an interest in Opera, 

Ballet and travel. Often we do try to 

combine the two as we would like to visit as many of the world’s 

opera houses as we can. 

 

New Freemen Wendy Shorter has introduced Steve Blake and 

Tricia Butterworth who have both become Freemen.  

We welcome Alex Thornton, son of Senior Warden Derek, who 

also become a Freeman in September. 

 

New Friends: We welcome William Erskine and            

Stephen Smith as Friends. 

 

New Chaplain Installed 

Following the retirement of 

Rev’d John Cowling,  we are 

delighted that Rev’d 

Caroline  Clarke has agreed 

to become our new Chaplain. 

In this capacity she will 

attend our events and also 

becomes a member of our 

Charity Committee. Asked to 

tell us a little about herself 

she said: “Born in Wales, I 

grew up in Richmond, Surrey, and since 1965 I have lived in 

London.  I read Theology at Cambridge and trained at King’s 

College London to teach RE.  In 1974 I married Christopher 

(then a barrister, now a Judge in the Court of Appeal).  After a 

period of combining teaching and caring for our three children, I 

became increasingly involved in our local church on Clapham 

Common, and in October 2000 I was ordained.  I served three 

years as a curate, then in 2003 I was appointed Chaplain at 

Trinity Hospice, a part time job which allowed me to continue 

working in the parish.  I retired from the Hospice in 2011, but 

still serve as Associate Minister at Holy Trinity Clapham, a 

lively, growing church with a great history (William Wilberforce 

worshipped there during his campaign against the Slave Trade).  

In my spare time I enjoy travel, theatre, opera and sailing in the 

Isle of Wight, and looking after my young granddaughter!” 

This edition printed by WFM Print Solutions Ltd. info@wfmprint.co.uk  Articles for the next edition should be posted or emailed to richard.nevard@upholders.co.uk 
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End of Term Report  

by Immediate Past Master 

Jerry Appleyard 

What an honour to have been the Master of 

the Worshipful Company of Upholders in 

2012/13, a year that also included Her 

Majesty the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and 

the Olympics in London. 

What a year I have had meeting so many 

interesting and different people from all 
walks of life, whether it be from the Trade, 

Education, Charity, City or the Armed Forces 

and also attending many different types of 

events linked to these themes. My aim was 

always to increase the awareness of the Upholders in the City as 

well as promoting education and young people and I feel to an 

extent I have achieved this. 

How better could we make everyone aware of what the 

Worshipful Company of Upholders exists for than the making of 

the Thrones for the Royal Barge in the River Pageant, with the 

Queen and the Duke of Edinburgh standing behind them for 

most of the day.  Every shot beamed around the world had this as 
the lead image. 

I looked back over my diary to pick out some of the highlights 

from my year and to be honest it is really difficult because every 

event is so unique and a privilege to attend. 

From a uniqueness point of view it has to be the luncheon at 

Westminster Hall hosted by all the Livery Companies for her 

Majesty the Queen on the Tuesday of the Diamond Jubilee 

Weekend. We were able to host a table which included charity, 

education, Royal Navy, Father of the Company and our First 

Lady Court Assistant – we were privileged to be near the front so 

the Queen passed us nearby and the Duchess of Cambridge was 
sitting on the table next to ours. 

From a point of being a formal full Livery event I am torn 

between the children from Mandy’s school singing at my 

Installation dinner in April 2012, which was something unique 

and a great experience for them, and the formal but greatly 

enjoyable Mansion House dinner in October. Here I was able to 

again introduce a slight twist to the evening with the solemn 

Trafalgar night prayers and music which meant so much to me 

personally but also to others attending the evening for a variety 

of reasons.  The jovial after dinner speaking by the BBC Rugby 

commentator Ian Robertson was enjoyed by all. 

For the most relaxed Livery evening it has to be the dinner we 
held at the Apothecaries’ Hall when we invited Commander Rob 

Dunn and several of the officers and crew from our affiliated 

submarine HMS Triumph to dine with us. Great fun was had by 

all although Mandy was not so excited by my idea of a post 

dinner nightcap which meant we were still in the Grange Hotel at 

2.30am! 

From visiting other Livery companies’ events it is very hard to 

choose as each has its own unique take on tradition that makes it 

special to them and the guests they invite, however the Boar’s 

Head Feast by the Worshipful Company of Cutlers was 

something very special. 
The Civic event has to be the pomp and ceremony around the 

dinner given by the Lord Mayor for all the Masters / Prime 

Wardens of the Livery Companies. As this falls towards the end 

of our Master’s year you are seen very much as an old hand and 

it is a very fitting way to sign off your year and our support for 

the Lord Mayor. 

Finally from a purely personal point of view my challenge to 

myself to compete in the Nijmegen Marches in Holland by 

marching 160km in 4 days was greatly rewarding in raising 

money for our charities, ending up with probably the most 

walked Master’s Badge in the City and a set of very tired and 

bruised feet! 
But the year as Master is not about just enjoying yourself -there 

is also the serious side of making sure this ancient company 

thrives and continues to evolve to meet the new challenges of a 

modern society. 

I feel we have achieved a considerable amount of ground this 

year. Topping that must be the election of our first Lady Junior 

Warden – Wynne Gilham. I am absolutely delighted for Wynne 

and it reflects the huge amount of work she, and Michael, have 

put into the Company. But I am also pleased that this is not just a 

one-off and Anne Chapman and Judy Tayler-Smith have also 

joined as Court Assistants. 
Another key milestone we have achieved this year is the 

introduction of the Emlyn Society that allows Liverymen to 

consider a legacy to the Company in their will. Court Assistant 

Steven Dollond has put a lot of work into getting the wording of 

this correct and it was a key theme of late Lord Mayor Ald 

Roger Gifford, so yet again the Upholders are ahead of the game. 

We have also built on our links with New Bucks University and 

the courses that they run and I hope that over the coming years 

we are able to expand this relationship. 

We also installed a new Chaplain – Reverend Caroline Clarke. I 

wish her every success in the following year and thank her for 

the support that she has given me during my year. 
I was able to wrap up my year as Master by installing two new 

Liveryman who for me represented everything that I hold 

important during my year – The Armed Forces / Youth / Family 

- so Lt. Pete Still RN and my own son Chris Appleyard joined 

the Upholders. 

But as I bow out of my year there is one final person who 

deserves a big thank you as she completes her first year in office 

– Susan Nevard, Clerk to the Company. Susan and I have 

worked closely throughout the year but rarely does anyone see 

the amount of work that she puts in to ensure the smooth running 

of our events as well as keeping the Master on track (well trying 
to in my case!) This Company would not be the friendly, open 

hearted company it is if it was not for the work that the Clerk 

puts in so a big thank you from the now Immediate Past Master. 

Upholding Our Livery 

IPM Jerry Appleyard with the Master,  April 2013 
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Recently, Antony Usher (Past 
Master 2006-7) had the opportunity 
to speak to Sir Mark about his time 
as First Sea Lord: 
 
AEU:  Looking back at your time as 
First Sea Lord, what was most 
frustrating and what did you find most 
satisfying?  What are you most proud 
of? 
 
Sir Mark:  My time as the First Sea 
Lord was dominated by the war in 
Afghanistan and the major Security 
and Defence Review of 2011.  These 
posed a challenge to get the maritime 
argument listened to against the short 
term realities of financial austerity and 
a land based focus to the defence 
agenda (notwithstanding our counter 
piracy operations off Somalia).   
 
There were of course a number of 
frustrations during my time as First 
Sea Lord, I believe all jobs have them.  
The most significant I suppose, was 
the hijacking of a long term strategy by 
the short term imperative to save 
money.  A reflection on today's politics 
I suppose.  Understandably, in the 
public sector, Defence was not going 
to be made an exception, but I felt at 
times that some decision making was 
more about the next few years rather 
than the longer term strategic direction 
of an island nation.   
 
It was a great honour and privilege to 
be the head of the Royal Navy for four 
years.  Most satisfying for me was 
leading a team of hugely talented and 
dedicated people who in the MoD 
fought the Royal Navy's case 

magnificently and on the front line, 
sailors and marines, who delivered 
every day with huge courage and 
commitment.  I am most proud of their 
achievements. 
 
AEU:  How would you sum up the 
Navy's contribution to British and 
World security over recent years? 
 
Sir Mark:  I think I can best 
demonstrate the contribution that the 
Royal Navy makes to British and 
World security by touching on just 
some of our on-going activities over 
the last four years.  Whilst Afghanistan 
was what we term the ‘Main Effort’, 
the contribution of the Naval service 
spreads much more widely than this.   
 
The ultimate security of the nation and 
our NATO allies is guaranteed by the 
strategic nuclear deterrent.  The Navy 
has delivered this deterrent for the last 
45 years every second of every day, 
24/7 without a break.  Whilst many 
argue its relevance today, its umbrella 
over our national security is often 
forgotten.   
 
To name but a few of our other recent 
global activities, the Navy was a 
significant player in the Libya 
campaign, being first on the scene to 
extract British nationals and was in the 
theatre throughout.  Our involvement 
in counter piracy operations off 
Somalia has been well covered by the 
national press.  Less well covered has 
been our contribution to growing the 
capacity of other African nations’ 
Navies and Coast Guards to enable 
them to police their own waters.  We 

have maintained cover to British 
Dependent Territories in the 
Caribbean for hurricane relief and at 
the same time taken an active role in 
the coalition efforts to interdict the 
considerable amount of drugs 
trafficking across that region.  In the 
Middle East, the free flow of oil and 
gas through the Straits of Hormuz as 
well as a broader underpinning of 
security in this region has been 
influenced by the contribution the 
Royal Navy has made alongside our 
US allies. 
 
Returning to Afghanistan, 
remembering our initial involvement 
was about interdicting terrorism at 
range from the UK, the Royal Marines 
have played an active role and often 
forgotten is the contribution made by 
naval air squadrons and other "dark 
blue" participation; medical logistics, 
engineering support etc. 
I would suggest that all this amounts 
to a fair return to the taxpayer in 
support of their security. 
 
AEU:  When you became First Sea 
Lord you set out your vision for the 
Royal Navy in your ‘Headmark’ 
document.  If you were writing it today 
how would it differ? 
 
Sir Mark: I wrote the Headmark 
document with a clear understanding 
that we were in for a major challenge 
during the Security and Defence 
Review and the Naval Service needed 
some clear guidance to support its 
future direction of travel against a 
significant austerity agenda.   

My time as First Sea Lord—an exclusive 
interview with Liveryman Admiral Sir Mark 

Stanhope GCB OBE ADC DL 
 
 
On 9 April 2013, in the great cabin of HMS Victory – from which Nelson planned 
the triumph at Trafalgar – Liveryman Admiral Sir Mark Stanhope GCB OBE ADC 
DL stood down as First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval Staff. 
 
Sir Mark’s four years as First Sea Lord was the culmination of an illustrious 43 
year Naval career.  During this time he has filled many diverse roles, including 
commanding submarines HMS Orpheus and HMS Splendid, the frigate HMS 
London and the aircraft carrier HMS Illustrious.  In 2004 Sir Mark was promoted 
to full Admiral and became Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Transformation 
at NATO.  In 2007 he became Commander-in-Chief Fleet and in 2009 First Sea 
Lord and Chief of Naval Staff. 
 
Sir Mark is a Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath, an Honorary Fellow of St. Peter's College, Oxford (where he 
gained an MA in physics), a Deputy Lieutenant of Devon, a Younger Brother of Trinity House, a Freeman of the City of 
London and a Liveryman of our Company.  He is married to Janet and they have a daughter and one grandchild.  
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It provided a very useful "handrail" to 
argue our case during some very 
detailed discussions in the MoD.  The 
outcome of the SDSR was the 
retention of a full spectrum navy 
retaining all the capabilities we started 
with, albeit at smaller scale and with a 
hiatus in fixed wing aviation.  The 
document proved its worth.  In 
hindsight I might have made more of a 
couple of aspects.  Whilst Aircraft 
Carriers were the ultimate headline for 
the Royal Navy out of the Review, of 
equal significance is the urgent need 
to replace our current frigates, the 
work horses, of the fleet.  A wider 
understanding of their capabilities and 
daily utility and purpose both in peace 
and war needed better explanation.  
Importantly, I could have emphasised 
more strongly the role the Royal Navy 
plays on a day to day basis in 
underpinning the security of the 
maritime industry of our trading nation 
and the contribution of that sector to 
the future prosperity agenda of the 
country. 
The reality that we will work much 
more closely with allies in the future 
and the joint nature of business 
(working with the other Services) 
needs greater understanding and 
emphasis. 
 
AEU:  How important to the Navy and 
Naval personnel are affiliations with 
bodies such as the Upholders? 
 
Sir Mark:  Very important.  The wider 
engagement of the Navy through 
affiliations such as the Livery, provide 
a direct connection with as broad a 
community as possible to their Royal 
Navy.  A real appreciation of who we 
are and what we do is the hopeful 
outcome.  The result in every 
organisation we engage with is 
generally a new set of ambassadors 
for the Naval Service.  Equally, it is of 
value to those in the Navy to engage 
with decision makers across society 
and the sectors to ensure we do not 
become too isolated and inward 
looking.  There is also a great deal of 
fun to be had together, and we are 
enormously grateful for the 
considerable generosity shown by 
many of these affiliations to the 
serving men and women in the fleet 
today. 
 
AEU:  We have seen some interesting 
developments in international relations 
recently.  The US has invited China 
and Russia to its annual Pacific naval 

exercises in 2013 (and they have 
accepted), and the new conciliatory 
overtones are being made by the new 
Iranian president.  What does this 
mean for the current world order and 
international relations? 
 
Sir Mark:  This is a huge question!  
After 43 years of naval service 
spanning the defence challenges of 
the Cold War, the turmoil of security in 

the Balkans, Iraq, the rise of 
International Terrorism, Afghanistan 
as well as the current issues affecting 
security in the Middle East, I am very 
clear that world disorder is with us to 
stay. 
 
The UK's contribution to assist the UN 
and others to ensure our values and 
standards for the rule of law and 
human rights are upheld, is defined 
through a clear Foreign Policy 
supported by the defence assets 
necessary to implement it.  It is 
important that these remain in 
balance.  We have always been an 
outward looking nation and as a 
permanent member of the UN Security 
Council have global security 
responsibilities. 
 
I have spent a great deal of time on 
my feet over the last four years 
articulating the value that the Navy 
provides in the implementation of our 
current foreign policy through the use 
of soft and hard power.  Soft power is 
the diplomatic activity of the Foreign 
and Commonwealth Office and its 
Ambassadors building understanding 

which is often underpinned by the 
engagement of armed forces in 
training and visit roles.   This builds 
trust and at the same time 
demonstrates credible deterrence to 
our would be foes.  Hard power is the 
use of armed force when no other 
avenue is possible to achieve the 
desired outcome of our Government.  
Crises are normally a transition 
through soft power to hard power and 
frequently a mixture of both.   
 
The events you highlight are all 
positive aspects for world security and 
the soft power focus of negotiation 
must be pursued.  However, this soft 
power has more authority if supported 
by credible hard power capability- 
carrot and stick!   
As an aside, history shows that we 
rarely foresee the next crisis before it 
is upon us and therefore retaining as 
wide a spectrum of military response 
options as possible to give the 
politicians as much choice as 
possible, is I believe the best strategy.  
 
AEU:  I understand you have recently 
become a grandfather for the first time 
- congratulations.  Other than those 
new responsibilities, what does the 
future hold for you? 
 
Sir Mark:  The job of First Sea Lord 
was no preparation for the delights 
and challenges of the grandparent 
role!  Other than remaining in Devon 
and spending more time with Jan, my 
plans are a little loose at the moment.  
Golf and sailing will be high on my 
leisure agenda which has been 
somewhat limited over the past few 
years.  Whilst retired from the Navy, 
as a past Chief of Staff, I remain on 
the Active List and will fulfill limited 
roles as defined by the current First 
Sea Lord.  I am already the Patron, 
President or Trustee of a number of 
Naval related charities and expect 
these to help keep me engaged.  
Whilst not seeking further full-time 
employment I am planning on taking 
up some non-executive or advisory 
roles in any sector that proves 
interesting and will keep the grey cells 
active.  For the moment however I am 
in no hurry. 

 
AEU:  Sir Mark, thank you for your 
time and your considered answers.  
On behalf of the Upholders Company, 
I wish you and Lady Stanhope all the 
very best for the future.  
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This year the awards ceremony was held 

in the 4th floor Boulevard of Central 

House Campus and was so popular that 

latecomers found standing room only. The 

Deputy Chief Executive of the University 

welcomed all to the ceremony and then 

Liveryman and Senior Lecturer Malcolm 

Hopkins took over as compere. 

After the presentation of design awards by 

Heico, the David Harris Award for 

Conservation and the Worshipful Co. of 

Furniture Makers Award he introduced the 

Master and Warden to the Trade who 

presented the Upholders Awards. 

 

The Modern & Traditional Upholstery 

Intermediate award winners were: 

First Prize: Susan Pickering 

Second Prize: Cathy Lepinay 

The Advanced award winners were: 

First Prize: Virginia Tuck 

Second Prize: Bettina Langois 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sadly PM Derek Austin passed away 

earlier this year. However the Trustees of 

our Charities want to continue the awards 

he had personally sponsored, knowing that 

this would be his wish.  

The judges decided that his year the 

winners deserved to share joint first prize 

so the Derek Austin Award for Furniture 

Making and Conservation was awarded to: 

Ben Abbott and Tim Grist  

Upholding the Craft of the Upholsterer 

London Metropolitan University—Sir John Cass Department Awards 20 June 

Virginia Tuck with the Master 

Susan Pickering 

Inaugural Craft Skills Awards 2 May 

His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales awarded prizes on 

2 May to a range of British craftspeople for their 

contribution to the UK crafts industry. 

The inaugural Craft Skills Awards 2013 were set up by Creative 

& Cultural Skills and partners, to reward and encourage best 

practice in passing on craft skills. 

Entries were received from companies and institutions, 

teachers, tutors, workshop leaders, masters and individuals in 

categories; ‘Encouraging Craft Skills in the Workplace’, 

‘Encouraging Craft Skills in an Educational Setting’, 

‘Encouraging Craft Skills in an Informal Setting’ and ‘Engaging 

New and Diverse Audiences in Craft Skills’.  

During the ceremony it was revealed that the UK crafts sector 

now contributes £4.4bn (GVA) to the economy, making it equal 

in size to the British petrochemical industry.  However, eighty 

per cent of craftspeople admit they do not pass on their skills 

and some skills, such as parchment making, are at risk of 

extinction in the UK.  With 25,000 new jobs anticipated in 

crafts between now and 2022, it is vital that the best practice 

shown by the award winners is maintained and developed. 

Virginia Tuck chair 

Susan Pickering chair 
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Charity Donations -The charity committee met last 

October 12 (before the appointment of Rev’d Caroline) and 

agreed  gifts to support 30 or so causes. Some notable decisions 

are to increase our support for a chorister at St. Michael’s 

Cornhill. This donation is held over until September 2013 when 

new choristers join the choir so that we can link this gift to an 

individual chorister, and we expect to enjoy hearing him or her 

sing at one of our events in the future.  

We also agreed an exceptional gift to one of our pensioners for 

much needed improvements to his flat following a visit to him 

made by Bert Chapman on behalf of the Warden to the Trade. 

Our Livery has supported The Guildhall School of Music and 

Drama for many years and already gives a small bursary to one 

of their students— this year Chloe Treharne. So we were pleased 

to make a donation for the Milton Court development to provide 

a new theatre and rehearsal space for the school.  

(continued from previous page) 

Amongst the award winners to receive their prizes from HRH 

The Prince of Wales was Liveryman Wendy Shorter, receiving 

a cheque for £2,500 towards her schools’ programme. The 

ceremony was held at Glaziers’ Hall in London and compered by 

crafts champion and Ambassador for The Prince’s Foundation for 

Building Community, Kirstie Allsopp. 

 

Minister for Skills, Matthew Hancock MP, added: 

"The crafts are something we can be proud of and with its 

contribution to the UK economy it is important to keep these 

skills alive, generating employment. I am pleased to see 

craftspeople recognised for taking the time to pass on these skills 

and ensure that we continue to increase the importance of this 

sector." 

 

 

The Crafts Skills Awards have been developed by Creative & Cultural 

Skills in partnership with the Crafts Council, The Heritage Crafts Association, The Prince’s Foundation for Building Community 

and the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills.  

Liveryman Wendy Shorter with her Award for Encouraging 

Craft Skills in an Informal Setting  

In Memoriam 
 

Michael Springman was remembered by the Master. He 

wanted to join the RAF like his father, who had been a barrister 

and Liveryman before being killed in the war. 

Michael was turned down but he did complete 

his National Service in the Grenadier Guards. 

Michael went to Oxford as well as the 

University of Pennsylvania before starting a 

career in the City in the 70s in Executive 

Recruitment – or what we would now call head 

hunting. He continued in this role until he was 

64 when he set up his own company where he 

carried on working until he was 72. During that time he also 

wrote a book called ‘Equity and Loan financing in the 70s’, and 

once he had retired he wrote a further two books on military 

history. 

Michael was clothed in the Livery on 14 April 1953, and 

enjoyed coming to the dinners, often bringing his sons with 

him. Over 250 people attended his funeral and many 

remembered him for his kindness to others as well as a 

willingness to listen. 

PM Alan Kinsey gave an appreciation of the life of Past 

Master Derek Austin, who died peacefully at his home on 

6 May 2013. Derek was a quiet, straightforward individual, full 

of fun and highly respected within the trade and by everybody 

who knew him.  “What you saw was what you got, and what 

you got was straight down 

the line”. At the time sad 

not to be able to get a 

‘proper’ education, he 

followed his grandfather 

into Austin’s of 

Peckham.  Derek had been a 

Lancaster bomber pilot but 

never an officer, receiving a sergeant’s pay for an officer’s 

work, so the story goes he married RAF officer Doris in order 

to enter the RAF club. Later in life Derek gave talks and advice 

on furniture at Beckenham Art Gallery, where during his year 

as Master Upholder he held a cocktail party, revealing to those 

present his enormous knowledge whilst describing the pieces on 

display.  Derek also gave advice to Oxford colleges on their 

furniture and porcelain collections. Held in high respect there, 

he was invited to become a supernumerary Fellow of Harris 

Manchester College, a connection which gave him lasting and 

genuine pleasure.  He was very proud of being an Upholder. 

PM Hugh Taylor has learnt of the passing of William Mosley from 

Freeman Frank Geoghegan; William was a staunch AMUSF member. 

PM Antony Usher reported the death in August of Louise  Evans, 
who had been Ray’s consort during his year as Master, recognising 

her contribution to the Company. 
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Continued from back cover 

A New Approach to the Lord Mayor’s 

Appeal 

We have abolished the “shut down and 

start up from scratch approach” to the 

Lord Mayor’s Appeal by the creation of a 

permanent charity to provide a long-

running platform for the Appeal. The Lord 

Mayor’s Appeal 2014 is supporting four 

community-based charities that all have 

‘the energy to transform lives’. Beating 

Bowel Cancer, Princess Alice Hospice, 

Working Chance and Raleigh International 

Fundraising are at the heart of the Appeal 

programme but there is also a strong 

commitment to mentoring, helping to raise 

the profiles of these charities and opening 

up new sources of funding for the future.  

How You Can Help 

We are always open to offers of help, so 

please contact my Lord Mayor’s Appeal 

team on 020 7332 1582 if you would like 

to be involved. There are lots of fun and 

affordable events and we are determined 

to reach a wider audience!  

Fun for the Livery 

Join me for my Lord Mayor’s Christmas 

Party on the evening of 10th December 

2013 where the mediaeval Guildhall crypts 

will be transformed into a magical 

Christmas Wonderland. There will be carol 

singers, magicians, music, tombola, a 

casino and Christmas market.  

For the first time the Appeal is holding a 

Lord Mayor’s Appeal Day on 16th May 

2014 which I hope will engage City 

workers and all of the Livery Companies 

in widespread fun for my four very worthy 

charities.  

Enter a Livery Company football team for 

a day of football fun on 13th June 2014 in 

Guildhall Yard.  

Join me for this special concert on the 

theme of “Strong Women” by world-

famous soprano Nelly Miricioiu, the starry 

mezzo Nino Surguladze and the Chelsea 

Opera Group. The performance will be 

conducted by Gianluca Marcianó. It will 

be preceded and followed by food and 

wine in the Guildhall Old Library. 

The Lord Mayor’s Ball in the Guildhall on 

21st October 2014 will be a unique 

opportunity for all of the Livery 

Companies to come together under one 

roof for a glamorous evening of food and 

dancing.  

I hope you will join me on what are 

guaranteed to be memorable occasions! 

(The full letter can be found at 

www.upholders.co.uk/news.) 

Type 42 End of an Era Dinner 

Upholders with good memories will recall that between our affiliations with submarines HMS 

Upholder and HMS Triumph we were affiliated to HMS Newcastle, a Type 42 Destroyer. The 

Court were pleasantly surprised to be invited by Rear Admiral Duncan Potts to participate in 

an evening to commemorate and celebrate the end of this era of warships which served in the 

Royal Navy from 1975 through to June 2013. Our Livery was represented by the Master, The 

Senior Warden, the IPM and PM Richard Nevard. Following the reception we were led into the Painted Hall in the Old Royal Naval 

College, Greenwich by drummers from Her Majesty’s Royal Marines Collingwood. The evening was most convivial, but the dinner 

was so extended that following the traditional order to ease springs, we did not have time to support the bar. The Admiral’s speech 

remembered the good times of the ships’ histories without forgetting the sinking of HMS Sheffield and Coventry and subsequent 

loss of life during the Falklands conflict. Our representatives made a donation to the Royal Navy and Royal Marines Charity.  

Eighty seven members of the crew of HMS Triumph received 

their medals at a ceremony on 12/12/12 in HMS 

Drake at Devonport Naval Base for their 

Operation Ellamy, where missiles were fired at 

targets in Libya and mine-laying was disrupted 

closer to shore while occasionally under fire 

from Libyan shore batteries.  

The submariners, only recently returned to base-

port HM Naval Base Devonport from a lengthy 

deployment, were presented with their campaign 

medals by Captain Justin Hughes, Captain 

Submarines, from the Devonport Flotilla. The submarine’s 

current captain Commander Dan Clarke said: “I am extremely 

proud to recognise the achievements of the lads. They have spent 

a cumulative 11 months at sea and done some amazing nuclear 

submarine operations throughout the globe. It is rare the so-

called silent service gets recognition for the operations, the 

separation from families. The medals mark 

the outcome of all the hard work.”  

In April the IPM and Mandy were Triumph’s 

guests at the very formal Lady Hamilton 

dinner at HMS Drake, following which they 

succeeded in  ‘upholding’ the Upholders’ 

tradition of being last in the bar at 0430! 

More recently the submarine has completed a 

maintenance period before deploying to carry 

out the ‘Perisher’ course for selecting future 

commanders. She is due to depart again very soon for a 5 month 

deployment and will return to Plymouth at some point in 2014. 

The Upholders’ Affiliate Officer, Lt. Bart Nelson, has rotated off 

HMS Triumph to take up a course at the Staff College. Our new 

Affiliate Officer is Lt. Adam Hughes, also a nuclear engineer. 

Upholding Our Traditions—Naval Links 
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Liverymen at Large - During the current year Liverymen of the Upholders have been active in involvement in the City; none 

more so than Court Assistant Judy Tayler-Smith. She started her hectic schedule as President of the City Livery Club, following that 

with becoming Master of the Ward of Cripplegate.  Past Master Professor Jim Kelly too has been very active supporting Alderman 

Fiona Woolf and was honoured with a seat at Mansion House during the Lord Mayor’s Show. He is also supporting  Fiona Adler’s 

campaign to be elected non-aldermanic Sheriff in 2014. He is current Chairman of the AMUSF, and in addition on October 31st he 

was elected onto the City Livery Club Committee alongside Judy and Michael Gilham. Michael is also often found as a Wandsman 

guiding the congregation to their seats for services in St Paul’s. Liverymen are also actively involved with several Ward Clubs 

including Tower, Farringdon, Cheap, Bishopsgate and Castle Baynard Ward Clubs, The Royal Society of St George City of London 

Branch, and the Society of Freemen. 

The Lord Mayor’s Tree Party 

The Lord Mayor invited the Liveries Wood Group to take a leading role in his Lord Mayor’s Tree Party held at the Mansion House 

in June. The aim of the event was to raise funds to plant 4,500 trees in a newly acquired 30 acre parcel of land in Epping Forest to be 

named Gifford’s Wood. This will extend Epping Forest and will be planted mainly with native oak and hornbeam, to reflect the mix 

of trees in this ancient forest. Epping forest has 50,000 veteran trees, far 

more than any other UK site, and is one of the most important sites in 

Europe. The  project will also provide an opportunity to plant some 

pioneer species more tolerant of projected changes in climate, and potentially 

create a seed bank to secure these species for the  future. ‘Future proofing’ 

will not only safeguard habitats for the diverse species in Epping Forest’s 

woodland, but will provide valuable insight for those visiting ‘The View’, 

Epping Forest’s  newly opened visitor centre, into the need for planning 

ahead to conserve our countryside heritage.  

The Liveries Wood Group arranged displays of our crafts in one of the 

reception rooms at Mansion House (see photo). The Upholders’ contribution 

included a demonstration of upholstery by Liveryman Roy Theobald, Her 

Majesty The Queen’s thrones from the Spirit of Chartwell and the first outing 

of our new Upholders stand-up banner. The Livery is grateful to PM Michael Gilham for leading our representation on the LWG. 

Several members of the Court and Livery participated in the evening’s fund raising activities. 

Treloar’s Charity Gala Dinner 

The City has supported Treloar’s since it was founded by Sir William Purdie Treloar who was 

Lord Mayor in 1906. Treloar’s unique work is as a specialist provider of residential education 

and outreach services for young people with complex disabilities for over 100 years. PM 

Professor Jim Kelly was part of the organising committee for this event. In support of this the 

Master kindly invited members of the Livery to make up a table.  Despite passionate speeches 

by the Lord Mayor and Alistair Stewart, nothing spoke more eloquently about the school than 12 year old Amy singing “Beautiful” 

by Christina Aguilera and Bethany, 14, singing ”Hopelessly Devoted” from Grease. 

Upholding the City 

© Worshipful Company of Upholders For more information see: 

www.upholders.co.uk 

 
From The Rt Hon The Lord 

Mayor Ald. Fiona Woolf CBE 

Transform Lives 
I am honoured to be promoting the City of 

London this year as the 686th Lord Mayor 

(and only the second woman since 1189). 

I have been overwhelmed by the support I 

have received from the Livery and am 

looking forward to seeing you all in the 

coming year.  

The Reference to Energy 

I shall be continuing with the theme of 

The City in Society but my focus will be 

on “The Energy to Transform Lives”, 

which reflects my long association with 

the City as an energy lawyer. All of my 

mayoral programmes are based on three 

themes which I feel are critical to our 

resource-constrained society: 

sustainability, diversity and charity. I hope 

that within these mayoral programmes 

there will be something of interest for 

everyone. If I have a single objective, it 

would be inclusiveness and Liverymen 

have so much to bring to the party. 

My plans include 4 programmes of events 

titled: Tomorrow’s City, Charity 

Leadership and Social Investment, 

Diversity and Inclusion. (article continues 

on inside back cover) 

http://www.upholders.co.uk

